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UNITED STATES
 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 
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MEMORANDUM FOR:	 W, Shack, Chairman, Joint Metallurgy & Materialsrrhermal
Hydraulic Phenomena Subcommittee 

FROM:	 P. Boehnert, Senior Staff Engineer' 

SUB"IECT:	 MINUTES OF THE ACRS JOINT METALLURGY & 
MATERIALS/THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA 
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING, JANUARY 18, 2001 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

A Working Copy of the subject meeting minutes is attached. I would appreciate your 
review and corrections as soon as possible. Copies are being sent to all ACRS members, 
and the T/H Phenomena Subcommittee Consultants for their information. 

Attachment: As Stated 

cc: ACRS Members 
V. Schrock 
N. Zuber 
R. Savio 

cc via E-Mail: 
J. Larkins 
R. Savio 
S. Duraiswamy
 
ACRS Staff Engineers
 
ACRS Fellows
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CERTIFIED BY: W. SHACK JANUARY 30, 2001 
FEBRUARY 21, 2001 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON MATERIALS & METALLURGY AND
 

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA - MEETING MINUTES:
 
PTS RULE SCREENING CRITERION REEVALUATION: 

DETERMINATION OF UNCERTAINTIES 
JANUARY 18, 2001 

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

INTRODUCTION: 

The ACRS Joint Subcommittee on Materials & Metallurgy and Thermal-Hydraulic 
Phenomena held a meeting on January 18, 2001 with representatives of the NRC staff. 
The purpose of this meeting was for the Subcommittee to hold discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff concerning the treatment of uncertainties in the 
FAVOR probabilistic fracture mechanics code, including the treatment of uncertainties 
in the thermal-hydraulic codes. The FAVOR code is used in the Pressurized Thermal 
Shock (PTS) Technical Basis Reevaluation Project. The entire meeting was open to 
the public. Mr. P. Boehnert was the cognizant ACRS staff engineer and Designated 
Federal Official (DFO) for this meeting. The meeting was convened by the 
Subcommittee Chairman at 8:30 a.m., January 18, 2001, and adjourned at 4:35 p.m. 
that day. 

ATTENDEES 

ACRS Members/Staff: 

W. Shack, Chairman M. Bonaca, Member 
G. Wallis, Chairman T. Kress, Member 
G. Apostolakis, Member V. Schrock, Consultant (part-time) 
T. Kress, Member P. Boehnert, DFO 

NRC Staff: 

M. Mayfield, RES M. Kirk, RES 
N. Siu, RES M. Natishan, PEAl (Consultant) 
S. Malik, RES M. Modarres U. Md. (Consultant) 
W. Galyean, INEEL (Consultant) P. Williams, ORNL (Consultant) 
K. Almenas, U. Md. (Consultant) L. Abramson, RES 
A. Mosleh U. Md. (Consultant) 

A list of public attendees is attached to the Office Copy of these Minutes. 
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The presentation slides and handouts used during this meeting are attached to the 
Office Copy of these Minutes. The presentations to the Subcommittee are summarized 
below. 

CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS 

Dr. W. Shack, Subcommittee Chairman, convened the meeting. He had no specific 
comments, and turned the floor over to the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 
(RES) for their presentations. 

RES PRESENTATIONS ON TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES FOR THE 
PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK (PTS) SCREENING CRITERION RE
EVALUATION PROJECT 

Opening Comments 

Mr. M, Mayfield, RES, provided an overview of the status of the PTS screening criterion 
re-evaluation project. He characterized this discussion as a status briefing to provide 
the Subcommittee with an in-progress summary of the work associated with the 
treatment of uncertainties. Mr. Mayfield said that RES is applying an integrated 
uncertainty analysis, pursuant to the (N. Siu, RES) approach specified in the RES White 
Paper on this matter. Specific discussion topics for today will include the uncertainty 
evaluation work for event sequence frequencies, thermal-hydraulic parameters, and 
fracture toughness parameters (K1c' K1a, RTNDT)' Mr. Mayfield characterized the 
uncertainty effort as a "work in progress" and, as such, said that the staff is not 
requesting a letter from the ACRS at this time. 

RES Presentations 

RES representatives and consultants made presentations on the following topics: 

•	 Overview of Uncertainty Treatment for PTS (N. Siu) 
•	 PRA Event Sequence Analysis (W. Galyean) 
•	 Treatment of Thermal-Hydraulic Uncertainties (K. Almenas, A. Mosleh) 
•	 Uncertainties in probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analysis (M, Kirk, M. 

Modarres, P. Williams, M. Natishan) 
•	 Uncertainties in Other PFM Variables (S. Malik, L. Abramson) 
•	 Closing Remarks (N. Siu) 

Subcommittee Comments 
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During the above discussions, Members of the Subcommittee noted the following 
points: 

•	 In response to Dr. Shack, Dr. Siu said that T/H uncertainties are not formally 
treated in PRAs. The staff does not, at this time, know the magnitude of the T/H 
uncertainties. This is still under evaluation. 

•	 Dr. Siu said that the end product of the PTS screening criterion re-evaluation 
project is the determination of a through-wall crack frequency (TWCF), 

•	 Regarding the PRA event sequence analysis work, Dr. Apostolakis asked to see 
the results of this work to date, as it was applied to the Oconee plant analysis. 
RES indicated that they did not want to make this work public at this time, 
without reviewing it with the Oconee plant licensee to verify its accuracy. 

•	 In response to questions from Dr. Apostolakis regarding the treatment of 
uncertainties in the PRA calculations, RES noted that they have structured the 
binning process to allow for insertion of aleatory uncertainty in the thermal
hydraulic analysis. 

•	 In response to questions from Professor Schrock, RES noted that the testing at 
the Oregon State University "APEX" facility is to confirm the staffs assumption 
that the vessel azimuthal temperature can be modeled on a one-dimensional 
basis. If the test data shows otherwise, RES will have to re-think its approach 
here. As a result of further discussion on this matter, Mr. Mayfield indicated that 
RES hopes that the OSU data will confirm the staffs expectation that a three
dimensional fracture mechanics analysis will not be necessary for this project. 

•	 Regarding the discussion of a proposed methodology for addressing thermal
hydraulic code uncertainties, Dr. Apostolakis noted that this approach essentially 
constitutes a sensitivity study, and is not an uncertainty analysis, per se, Dr, 
Almenas confirmed that his approach is a sensitivity study designed to identify 
the important uncertainties relative to T/H parameters. Dr. Apostolakis noted 
that the RES approach of combining both the aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainties is an issue that needs to be investigated. Following additional 
discussion on this point, Dr. Siu said that addressing epistemic uncertainties is 
still a "work in progress". 

•	 RES has established a four-step process for estimating the epistemic 
uncertainties in RTNDT. In response to Dr. Shack, Mr. Mayfield noted that the 
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fracture toughness curves had conservatism built into them, RES is trying to 
back-out this conservatism to be able to estimate the uncertainty. 

•	 Regarding the characterization of uncertainty for fracture toughness, two model 
approaches were noted: the Master Curve Model and the Empirical Model 
(ORNL approach). In response to Dr. Shack, RES said they have elected use of 
the ORNL approach since the limitations of the Master Curve Model (no 
procedural agreement on determination of either the effect of flaw size and 
shape or computation of the indexing temperature, T-sub-zero) render its use 
impractical. RES is preparing a position paper that will form the basis for the 
recommended structure of the FAVOR PFM code. 

NRC Closing Comments 

Mr. Mayfield thanked the Subcommittee for its input on the status of the staffs work on 
this matter. Regarding the planned discussion of this topic before the full Committee 
during its February Meeting, he reiterated his position that the staff is not requesting a 
letter from the ACRS at this time, given the on-going nature of this work. 

Subcommittee Caucus 

The Subcommittee agreed that this matter should be brought to the full Committee for a 
briefing on the status of RES's progress. The Subcommittee also agreed with RES that 
a Committee letter on this matter is not necessary at this time. Dr. Shack and the 
Members of the subcommittee instructed the NRC staff relative to the issues that 
should be discussed during presentations to the ACRS. 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL PROVIDED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE PRIOR TO THIS 
MEETING 

Memoranda dated January 5,2001, from P. Boehnert, ACRS, to Joint M&M I T/H 
Phenomena Subcommittee Members: 

• University of Maryland Paper: "TH Issues and System Code Uncertainties 
Relevant to PTS", K. Almenas, et aI., University of Maryland, January 2001. 

• University of Maryland Paper: "Kjc!K1a Uncertainty Characterization", F. Li, et 
aI., Center for Technology Risk Studies, University of Maryland, undated 

• NRC White Paper: "Uncertainty Analysis and Pressurized Thermal Shock: An 
Opinion", N. Siu, dated September 3, 1999 



•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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NOTE:	 Additional details of the open portions of this meeting can be obtained 
from a transcript of this meeting available for downloading or viewing on 
the Internet at ''http://www.nrc.gov/ACRSACNW', or can be purchased 
from Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc" 1323 Rhode Island Ave., NW, 
Washington, D.C., 20005, (202) 234-4433 (Voice), 387-7330 (Fax), E
Mail: ..nrgross@nealrgross.com... 
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

MEETING OF THE ACRS JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON MATERIALS AND
 
METALLURGY AND ON THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA
 

PTS RULE SCREENING CRITERION RE-EVALUATION
 
JANUARY 18,2001
 

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
 

- PROPOSED AGENDA 
TOPIC PRESENTER 

I. Opening Remarks W. Shack, ACRS 8:30-8:35 a.m. 

II. Overview of PTS Re-evaluation Project M. Mayfield (RES) 8:35-9:00 a.m. 

III. Overview of Treatment of Uncertainties in N. Siu, (RES) 9:00-9:30 a.m. 
Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) 

IV. PRA Uncertainty Treatment W. Galyean (INEEL) 9:30-10:15 a.m. 

- BREAK 10:15-10:30 a.m. 

V. Thermal-Hydraulic Transients Uncertainties K. Almenas (UMD) 10:30-12:00 
A. Mosleh (UMD) 

- LUNCH - 12:00-1 :00 p.m. 

VI. Binning of PTS Transients W. Galyean (INEEL) 1:00-1 :30 p.m. 

VII. Uncertainty in Fracture Toughness (K1 c, K1 a) M. Kirk, (RES) 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
and RTNDT M. Natishan (PEAl) 

M. Modarres UMD) 
P. Williams (ORNL) 

- BREAK - 3:30 -3:45p.m. 

VIII. Uncertainty in Other PFM Variables L. Abramson (RES) 3:45-4:15 p.m. 
S. Malik (RES) 

IX. Final Comments on Treatment of Uncertainties N. Siu.(RES) 4:15-4:30 p.m. 

X. Discussion W. Shack, ACRS 4:30-4:45 p.m. 

XI. Adjournment W. Shack, ACRS 4:45 p.m. 

NOTE: 
Presentation time should not exceed 50 percent of the total time allotted for specific item. The
 
remaining 50 percent of the time is reserved for discussion.
 
Number of copies of the presentation materials to be provided to the ACRS - 25.
 



INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE� 
COMBINED SUBCOMMITrEES ON MATERIALS AND METALLURGY AND� 

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA� 
11545 ROCKVILLE PIKE, ROOM T-2B1� 

ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND� 
JANUARY 18, 2000� 

The meeting will now come to order. This is a meeting of the ACRS combined 
Subcommittees on Materials and Metallurgy and Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena. I am Dr. 
William Shack, Chairman of the Materials and Metallurgy Subcommittee. Dr. Wallis is 
Chairman of the Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena Subcommittee. 

Other ACRS Members in attendance are: Drs. George Apostolakis, Mario Bonaca, and 
Thomas Kress. 

The ACRS Consultant in attendance is Professor Virgil Schrock. 

The purpose of this meeting is for the Subcommittee to hold discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff concerning the treatment of uncertainties in the FAVOR 
probabilistic fracture mechanics code, including the treatment of uncertainties in the 
thermal-hydraulic codes. The FAVOR code is used in the Pressurized Thermal Shock 
(PTS) Technical Basis Reevaluation Project. The Subcommittee will gather information, 
analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate proposed positions and actions, as 
appropriate, for deliberation by the full Committee. Mr. Paul Boehnert is the Cognizant 
ACRS Staff Engineer for this meeting. 

The rules for participation in today's meeting have been announced as part of the notice 
of this meeting previously published in the Federal Register on December 28, 2000. 

A transcript of this meeting is being kept, and will be made available as stated in the 
Federal Register Notice. It is requested that speakers first identify themselves and speak 
with sufficient clarity and volume so that they can be readily heard. 

We have received no written comments or requests for time to make oral statements from 
members of the public. 

(Comments from Drs Shack and Wallis -if any) 

We will now proceed with the meeting and I call upon Mr. Michael Mayfield of NRC's Office 
of Nuclear Regulatory Research to begin. 
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PTS Re-evaluation Project� 
Introduction� 

One of a continuing series of briefings to: 
• Provide in-progress summaries of key elements 
• Solicit committee feedback on key issues 

Key issue to be discussed today - treatment of 
uncertainties 
• Global picture -� integrated uncertainty analysis 

~ Application of uncertainty white paper approach 

~  Links different technical disciplines 

• Specific snapshots� 
~ Event sequence frequencies� 

~ Thermal-hydraulics� 

~  Fracture toughness (K1 c, K1 a, RTNOT)� 

• 

2 
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~ I Background/Impetus
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** .... 

•� Encouraging developments in materials area 
provided incentives. These are: 
• Improved NDE/DE flaw characterization 

• Revisedembrittlement correlation 

• Improvement in fracture toughness models 

• Additional developments in TH and PRA� 
• Improvements in TH codes 
• Testing at APEX for flow stagnation/mixing 

• PRA RG-1.174 acceptance guidelines 

• HRA quantification tools 

3 
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NRC/Industry PTS Re-evaluation 
Project 

Initiated in April 1999 

Fully participatory with input from 
stakeholders: 

• 

• NRC (RES, NRR, Contractors) 

• Industry (MRP, EPRI, Vendors) 

• Public 
• ACRS Reviews (2199, 7/99, 3/00, 5/00, 9/00) 

Four PWR plants to be analyzed

Oconee-1, Calvert Cliffs-1, Palisades, and 

Beaver Valley-1 (replacing HB Robinson-2) 
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,§-"vR� AEQ<I( PTS Re-evaluation Project 
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j! n 
l/I 0 Current Status 
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•� Work progressing in major technical areas 

•� Finalization of'materials input and revision of 
PFM code (FAVOR) - March 2001 

•� TH code validation through testing in APEX 
facility -- completion in March 2001 

•� Progress in PRA aspects includes: 
• Explicit consideration of uncertainty in key 

input variables 

• Completed a Commission Paper on an 
approach for developing PTS risk acceptance 
criterion (SECY-00-0140, June 2000) 

5 



~"eJtS'	 IU:OIl( PTS Re-evaluation Project 
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;� i 
~. ~	 Current Status (Contd.) 

V'''s,� ,,;:'~,\'<j' 01., 
*** ..... 

~ 

•� Consideration for LERF and containment 
integrity has begun, and is a departure from 
the present PTS screening criterion 

•� Near-term PFM scoping ,study based on 
current developments is to be completed in 
January 2001 for Oconee-1 

.•� Full-scale application of PFM methodology to 
first PTS re-evaluation plant expected to start 
in April 2001 

" 
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•� First major application of risk-informed 
methodology to revisit the tech. basis for a 
possible revision of an adequate protection rule 

•� Good progress thus far 
•� Schedule revised to accommodate newer 

developments in: 
•� Fracture tou'ghness modeling (K1 c, K1 a, 

RTNOT) 

•� Embrittlement correlations 
• Generalized flaw distributions, .... 

•� Explicit consideration of uncertainties in key 
variables 

7 
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III (') Summary/Conclusions (Contd.) \. ,~  ) 
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• Staff briefing goals for today: 
• Inform committee and obtain comments 

• Prepare for February 2001 full-committee 
information briefing 

• No letter requested at this time 

8 
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Background
 

•	 A PTS analysis objective: consistent treatment of uncertainties 

•	 White paper on aleatory and epistemic uncertainties in PTS 
developed to facilitate analysis 

•	 ACRS Materials and Metallurgy Subcommittee briefings 
- March 2000: described overall approach 
- September 2000: Committee questions on details of 

application and consistency of approach 

•	 Work is in progress 
- Consistent implementation ofwhite~paper  philosophy 
- Development of results 

2"
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Approach for Treating Uncertainties
 

•	 Identify sources of uncertainty and categorize based on problem 
needs 
- Aleatory uncertainties: variables assumed to be the result of 

random processes (irreducible, given the model)
 
- Epistemic uncertainties: variables treated as being
 

deterministic (reducible, given the model)
 

•	 Aleatory uncertainties treated through T/H scenario frequencies 
and conditional probability of vessel failure, given the scenario 

•	 Epistemic uncertainties treated through standard estimation 
and uncertainty propagation techniques 

•	 Assemble results using FAVOR 

3 



Framework 
event sequence 

slgnlTlcanceevent sequence 
signITlcance 
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Uncertainties in PTS Sub-Analyses
 

• Event sequence analysis 
Sequence frequencies quantify aleatory contribution 

- Uncertainties in hardware parameters treated conventionally 
- Treatment of HRA uncertainties being developed 

• Thermal hydraulic analysis 
Approach: address uncertainties using "probability of 
frequency" format 
Boundary condition uncertainties dominate for 1-<1> scenarios 
Remaining issues: binning, 2-~  model uncertainties 

• Probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis 
Addresses aleatory uncertainties in crack initiation 
Epistemic distributions for key parameters being developed 
FAVOR code being modified 

b
 



Following Presentations
 

•	 PRA event sequence analysis (W. Galyean) 
•	 Thermal hydraulic uncertainties (K. Almenas, A. Mosleh) 
•	 Event sequence binning (W. Galyean) 
•	 Uncertainties in PFM analysis (8. Mal~k, L. Abramson, M. Kirk) 
•	 Uncertainties in fracture toughness (M. 

" . 

Kirk, M. Modarres, P.. 
Williams, M. Natishan) 

•	 Closing remarks (N. Siu) 

7 
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Closing Remarks
 

• Ongoing technical development areas include: 
- BRA quantification 
- Treatment of 2-<1> model uncertainties 
- Treatment of uncertainties in fracture toughness and RTNDT 

• White paper will be updated, published as a NUREG report 

8 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Outline of Presentation 

-:- Brief review of PTS PRA approach 
-:- Types of PRA parameters 
-:- Approach to treatment of uncertainties 
-:- Quantification process 

-:- Status 

"';;i;. • ... ,;;:_4;<; 

;'.. 'c::..
,'$ 

.... ~ 

2 - 18-Jan-01 



The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Overall Af;yJroach 

-:- Use original Oconee PTS analysis as starting point 
-:- Event trees used to model potential PTS sequence of 

events 

-:- Update:

* New event frequencies and probabilities

* Reflect current plant designs 
* Incorporate current understanding of phenomena 

3 - 18-Jan-01 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

PTS Seguence Event Trees 

-:- Structure follows "original" Oconee ETs

* Primary Integrity 
·:·LOCA, stuck open PORV/SRV, etc. 

* Secondary Integrity 
·:·steam line break, stuck open SRVffBV, etc.

* Secondary Feed� 
.:. MFW, EFW, CSP, etc.� 

* Primary Flow� 
.:. HPI, RCPs, etc.� 

4 - 18-Jan-01 



The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

IJ!J2ical PRA Parameters� 

-:- Initiating Event Frequencies� 

-:- Basic Event Probabilities� 

*Hardware 
·:·component failures 
·:·component unavailability (TorM) 

* Human Errors 
* Common Cause Failures 

5 - 18-Jan-O1 



The Idaho National Engmeering and Environmental Laboratory 

Common PRA Models 

-:-� Event Probabilities

* Binomial 
·:·P{r failures in N trials /¢} = ,(Z: )' ¢ r(1- ¢) N-r r.� r . * Poisson .� LA T)r
·:·P{r failures in (0, T) I A} = , e -AT 

r.* Exponential� 
.:.P{Tf < t I A } = 1 - e-At :::: At (for small At)� 

-:-� Event occurrence rates (frequencies) 

* Probability density functions on estimates of ¢ and A 
* Lognormal, Gamma, Beta 

6 - 18-Jan-O1 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Treatment of PRA Uncertainties 

-:- Failure probabilities and sequence frequencies 

* Occurrence modeled as random process 
.:. Binomial or Poisson

* Uncertainties treated as aleatory� 
-:- Event occurrence rates�

* Assumed to be time independent 
* Determined by specific boundary conditions on 

operation of component

* Uncertainties treated as epistemic 

7 - 18-Jan-O1 
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The Idaho Nat/onal Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Probabilit" Densit~  Functions Reflect 
Confidence in Parameter Estimate 

-:- Estimate in Htrue" value of failure rate characterized 
using lognormal or gamma distribution

• 

-:- Generated using

* Engineering judgement 

* Bayesian methods� 
-:- Interpreted as representing degree-of-belief� 

8 - 18-Jan-O1 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

IndividuallntJut Parameters Quantified 
Using a Variety of Sources 

-:- Oconee experience data� 

-:- Industry-wide experience data� 

-:- Oconee-PRA estimates� 

-:- Engineering judgement� 

9 - 18-Jan-01 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Uncertainty Propagated Step-wise 

-:- Event Tree top events quantified (with uncertainty) 

-:- Event tree endstates (14,500) then quantified (with 
uncertainty) 

-:- PTS-SIDs (2500) then quantified (with uncertainty) 

-:- TH bins (31) than quantified (with uncertainty) using 
the results of the PTS-SID uncertainty analysis� 

-:- Used Monte Carlo sampling (2000 samples)� 

-:- Output is probability density represented by a� 
histogram (19 bins) 

10 - 18-Jan-01 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Status 
-:- Oconee 

* Initial results completed - Dec. 4, 2000 
* Duke Power meeting - Jan. 23, 2001

* External events analysis - Mar. 9, 2001 
* Model revised and requantified - Mar. 30, 2001 

-:- Beaver Valley

* Initial results (PTS-SIDs) - Jan. 26, 2001 
.:. T/H runs and mapping still pending

* External events analysis - May 11, 2001
* Model revised and requantified - May 31, 2001 

11 - 18-Jan-01 
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TH issues and system code uncertainties relevant to PTS 

Presentation to the ACRS (Jan, 182001) 

K. Almenas and Y.H. Chang
 
M. Modarres, A. Mosleh
 
University ofMaryland
 

Presentatlon Goals: 

Provide a framework that encompasses all possible scenarios 
(Move from an 'event space' to an 'energy/mass balance, relative time constants' 
space) . 

Categorize TH uncertainties 
(Quantify RPV and system TH time constants. Quantify the importance of the SG 
heat sink. Separate that which is certain, from that which is not.) 

Describe the propagation ofuncertainties 
( Show how initial + boundary conditions uncertainties are transformed into the 
uncertainties of the PTS relevant parameters. Classification: Damped, Proportional and 
Augmented propagation) 

Outline methodology for evaluating ihe propagation ofuncertainties 
(Example of propagation for single variable PDF. Example for multi-variable PDF's) 

Uncertainties for transients in which primary system becomes two-phase 
(Classification of two-phase transients. Two-phase chocked flow uncertainties.) 

Impact of heat transfer coefficient on PTS relevant parameters 

Effect of numerical flow anomalies 

Inventory based two-phase flow states in OTSG NPP's 
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End use ofPTS relevant TH parameters by PFM analysis 

1. Average RPV wall temperature 

2. Temperature gradient in RPV wall 

3. M> accorss RPV wall 

('Crack propagation' or 'Driving crack through RPV wall') 
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• 

Characteristics ofPCt), het) and Tdcill 

P(t) categories 

1) pet) controled or at PORV setting 

2) PCt) =P(Thot) 

With RCP's: Tdc(t) =- Talt) =- Thot(t) 

No Rep's: 

TH uncertainty applies only to second category 

h(t) categories: 

Low range - Flow stagnation. Internal eirc. Ra number dependence 

h ~ 500 to 1000 W/m2K (90 to 200 BTU/hr ft2 s) 

. 
BiRPV =- 2 to 4 

High range: RCP operating or system wide Nat-C. 

h =- 30,000 to 2000 (5300 to 400 BTU/hr ft2 s ) 

BiRPV =- 120 to 8 
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Fig. A.5 Temp. Distribution in RPV Wall. 
400 s after step cooldown 
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Table 4.1 Inventory and Heat Capacities of Oconee-l Primary System
 

Combiaed Heat CapUquid Vapor 
State of 
Primary Mass 

(kg) Heat Cap. 
(MJIK) 

Mass 
(kg) 

. Heat 
Cap. 

(Mj1K) 

Evap 
Energy 
(MJ) 

Vapor + 
Uqaid 

Vapor + 
Uqaid+ 

Metal 
UquidSolid 2.57ES* 1360- - - - 1360 1690 
25% Steam 1.93ES 1080 3170 16 4760 1030 1360 
50% Steam 1.29ES 680 6350 32 9520 710 1040 
-WithOut pressurtza'
 
--Evaluated at P =71 bar (1043 psi). TSAT = S60 oK, Ta. =530 o~
 

Table 4.2 Energy Source/Sink Magnitudes for Oconee 

'lime after Systemp· HPIfiow Ene!'2Y sourceisUlk (MW) Do\VllCHlel' SGeLrem. 
trip (sec.) Bar (psi) rate (kgIs)· 

3 pumps 

1000 60 870) 67. 
2000 46 670) 71. 
4000 20 290) 77. 
2000 17()(2460 - 30. 

• • 
-EHPI =~HPI X[hl(T~T)-hl(THPI)] 

--PZR PORV setting 
-··decay heat + pump power 

• • • + Cold Lee ntefor 
Q-., EHI'f OIl tilDe h'=10F,S.5K 

(sec.) (MW) 

48 -70. 400. 150.. 
40 -74. 380. ·125. 
33 -81. 350. 115. 

40+ 22*-- -31. 900. 325. 

Table 4.3 Fluid Circulation Time Constants for Oconee
 

Flow Rate 
(kgIs) 

Reps Operating 17900 

Nat. C. Single ph. 
Qs.c @ 1000 s 420. 

4000s 290. 

Two-ph CI  0.25 83 
Two-ph. 
·BCM 

CI  I 24 

System Exchange
 
Time (without
 

PZRl
 
145
 

610. 
860.. 

40 min 

95 min 

Vd 
(mls) 

15.5 

V. 
(mls) 

7.0 

0.33 
0.22 

0.15 
0.11 

0.06 

0.02 

0.3 

0.008 



Types and location of boundary conditions for OTSG
 



A. I B. c.	 D. 
!	 SGT.H. 

SG individual! External SG Analysis
scenarios Boundary Conditions
 

Primary system T.H.
 
analysis using
 

•W . (t) additional primary 
Iteam	 system boundary ...---.. 

• conditions P(t) 
ilsc(t)	 tQsG(t)--.....j••1TdI:(t)

i h(t)
• Anow(t)•• Psec(t) I
 

Location of fwd
 I 
i 

I 
i 

Effect Chain of sa TH conditions on PTS relevant output parameters 



SG Impact summarized 

The very large available heat-transfer area and the small thickness of the 
tube walls leads to a rapid equilibration of QSG to match the available heat 
source: 

QSG (Tprim,ex - Tsec) 

This also leads to a relatively small oT across the sq tube walls: 

QSG
 

Tprim,ex - Tsec = oT· ------------ 

hefT A 

Which implies that as long as the sa is available Tprim,ex closely follows 
the temperature of the fluid in the bottom region of the sa 

Tprim,ex = Tsec + oT 

Where oTranges typically from 
- --

-0.5 to -3.0 °C 
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Table 4.1
 

Classification ofUncertainties According to their Origin 

1) Energy source/sink boundary condition uncertainties 

Uncertainties arising from the variation of the decay heat source, HPJ and Accumulator 
flow rate and fluid conditions, Rep's, PORV flow area and timing, break size. 

2) Energy transfer rate to the secondary side uncertainties. 

Uncertainties generated by Psat variation in the SG's (THV operation, MSL break, Psat 
control), MFW and AFW flow rate, timing and Tf, SG tube break size. 

3) TH model and computational process imposed uncertainties. 

Uncertainties due to inherent limitations of the I-D, volume averaged system codes, 
empirical correlations, and nodding choices. Main computation types that are 
subject to code uncertainties: 

Evaluation of out-flow rates, especially for two-phase chocked flows. 
Evaluation of internal circulation. 
Numerical mixing due to oscillations in parallel flow channels. 
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Classification of Uncertainties According to Their Impact
 
I 
I 

Transformation type	 Relevant parameters & conditions 

PROPORTIONAL 
• Psec NOT controlled 

RELAPS 
•	 Uncertainty ofTBV flow area and timingalCI:::) Transient :::)!,~T", 

Analysis	 • 
•	 HPI flow & Tr for Qro:: 0 

DAMPED • •	 . i 
•	 Qd~c'W&1f ofMFW, AFW, , 

HPI flow & Tr, SB LOCA flow for case where 
RELAPS primary is liquid solid 
Transient dc
 
Analysis


alCI:::)	 =>I6f
•	 for - constant Psec applies also reasonably well, 

if RCPs tripped 

AUGMENTED 

RELAPS • • 
alC!:::) Transient => IbT • WbreaA; WHPJ & conditions for system status 

Analysis 
dc 

leading to flow stagnation 

<oli-RS11'}
_ _________________________________________ 11.:::;.~~56 

~ ~'.Q 

-f~YL~ 



Table 4.3 Classification of PTS Relevant Transients Based on Propagation of Uncertainties
 

TH Propagation of 
Uncertainty 

Tde' - damped 

P - controlled 

Tsg•ex. damped 
P - controled 

I!J.TSG-de proportional 

Tde -proportional 

P - proportional 

I!J.TSG-de proportional 

Tde - augmented 

P - proportional 

Dominant Energy 
Sinks 

QSG - controlled 

(HPI-PORV) 

QSG - controlled 

HPI-PORV 

QSG - uncontrolled 

1.-depressurized 
2. - overcooled
 
(HPI-PORV)
 

QSG -not avail. 
Qbrk > Qdec 

HPI 

eircl. 
Mode 

RCP 

Nat-C 

Rep 

(Nat-C) 

Nat-C 
Potential 
Flow stag 

Dominant Parameters 
Contributing to Uncertainty 

BC Unc. Model Unc. 

Psec - Tsec 

Psec - Tsec 

WHP(, THPI Wcirc 

1) ASG-flow, Qdec WORK, QORK 

2) Wfd, Twfd. Qdec 

Wcirc(WHPI,THPI) 

AoRK, Qdee WORK, QORK 
Aetr-vv Wvv 
WHP(, THPh 

Transients 
i 

PNACCCR 

PN011NCR 

2
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1 8 

Fig. 4.4 PTS Sequence Identifier Definitions (From INEL PRA study)
 

Initial Power 

Z-HotZero 
Power 

P - High Power 

2
 

Primary .
 
Integrity
 

N -No leak . 

Z - small LOCA 
« 1.4 inches) 

L-LOCA(PTS 
size, >1.4 but 
<2.8 inches) 

P - PORV stuck 
open (I-inch) 

S - SRV stuck 
open (l.S-inch) 

I-PORV 
initially open~  

subsequently i 
isolated I 

R-RCPseal I 
LOCA I 

G-SGTR I 
i 

Y -Large I 
LOCA(>2.8! 

I 

inches) 
i 

3 

Secondary
 
Integrity
 

(#ofTBVor 
SSRV stuck 
open) 

0 

1 

A-Ill 

B-1I2 

C-212 

S - Small steam 
line break 
«8") 

L - Large steam 
line break 
(>8") 

I-TBV (or 
SLB) initially 
open, 
subsequently 
isolated 

4 

Main Feedwater 
Status 

C - Controlling 
level 

T-Tripped 

1 - 1 S/G being 
overfed 

2 - 2 S/Gs being 
overfed 

Overfed-
exceed high 
level in S/G, or 
failing to 
isolate feed to 
a faulted S/G 
(i.e., any feed 
to an faulted 
S/Gis 
overfeed) 

S 

Emergency 
Feedwater Status 

C - Controlling 
level 

F -Failed 

N-Not 
demanded 

1 - 1 S/G being 
overfed 

2 - 2 S/Gs being 
overfed 
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Condensate 
Booster Pumps 

C - Controlling 
level 

F - Failed 

N-Not 
demanded 

1 - 1 S/G being 
overfed 

2 - 2 S/Gs being 
overfed 

Overfed-
implies 
concurrent 
excessive 
steam demand 
(operator. 
induced). 

7 

High Pressure 
Injection Status 

N-not 
demanded 

C - Controlled 
running 

I - Full injection 
(operator error) 

F - Failed 

Reactor Coolant 
Pump Status 

R- Running 

T-Tripped 

U - Tripped and 
restarted 

PRAbin.fig.doc 
November 17, 2000 



Case Study - Damped transformation ofBC uncertainties 

Reactor trip at a range oftimes after startup. . 

Inf. Operation with RCP's Max en. input rate. 

After 10 hrs. operation, with RCP's 

After 10 hrs. operation RCP's tripped. Min en. input source 

Other plant conditions nominal 
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Tdc for Infinite and 10-Hour Operations
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Case Study - Proportional transformation ofBC uncertainties 

Reactor trip with TBV failures. 

Single TBV fails to close 

2 TBV's (one in each SG) fail to close 

Transients lead to initiation ofHPI and loss or pressurizer pressure· 
control 

Other plant conditions nominal 
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P - T saturation line for water 

SSOr---~----~-----------------------. 
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1. ~ TIP) SOD I------+----+---+--....,.......---+----!-------~~--+----I
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P :=0,25 .. 2500 
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Case Study - Augmented transformation ofBC uncertainties 

SB-LOCA in surge line. 

Break sizes differ by -.000028 m2 (20%) 

Difference within the range ofuncertainties for 2-phase chocked 
flow models 

Other plant conditions nominal 
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Fig. C.6 Effect of numerical parallel channel flow on Tdc� 
Transients for break size .016 and .013 Ftl\2� 
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~s in evaluating impact of uncertainties for� 
jmmortional' prQpagation category.� 

Detennine the BC which dominate the influence on pet) and Ide(t) 

Obtain or define PDF and CDF relationships for the relevant BC's 

Use RELAP5 to evaluate the proportionality factors 

Using the CDF index choose BC values at specified probability 
limits (e.g. 5% and 95%) and evaluate the resulting spread in the 
values ofP(t) and Ide(t) 

... 
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P(A):=� (PI(A» if (Ad.) 

( Pr( A) ) if (A> 1) A 
o otherwise CDF(A) := P(x)dx. I

. 0 

CDF(2) = 1 

A := 0, .001.. 2 

P(A) 
CDF(A) 0.5 

1 2 

A 

CDF( .05) =9.834.10- 5� CDF( 1.178) =0.95 



PDP and COP distributions of total energy ~ource uncertainty.� 
(Nonnal dist. Nominal energy source value = 1.)� 

10 r---..,.....---r------,--, 

P(A) 5 CDF(A).0.5 

O~=---""""'-_...J....---l 

CDF( av - 1.65·(1) =0.0499S percentile factor� 
of the energy source. av- 1.65'(1 =0.918� 

PDP and COF distributions ofdecay energy generation time 
.(total operation time = 1 year. In hours). 

t 
1 

yr :=24·365 t :=0,1.. yr P(t) := CDF(t) := r P(x)dx 
yr Jo. 

I I I 

1.5.10-4 
~ 

P(t) 1·10-4 . - .- CDF(t) 0.5 _. 
s-IO-' - 

I .I I
0 0.9 I I.J 



Single TBV Failure to Close Event 
(Too Depelldence on Flow Area ...nne 01 TBY Failure) 
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Single TBV Failure to Close Event 
(Too Depemerce on Energy ScuJCe Variation) 
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Single TBV Failure to Close Event� 
Tdc as a Function of TH and Boundary Condition Uncertainties� 

(dT/dA =-4500 KlM A 2, dT/dQ =6E·7 KlWatt)� 
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SlngleTBV Failure to Close Event� 
Comparison of Tdc Calculated as Function of dA & dQ. and RELAP5 Simulation Results� 
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Table 6.2� 

Uncertainties associated with the evalutation ofchocked 
two-phase flow rates 

Physical (aliatory) causes ofuncertainty 

Size ofbreak 

Location in primary system� 
(elevation, horiz. or vert. segment)� 

Type ofbreak 
Break shape 
Circuferentiallocation (for horiz. pipes) . 
Length ofup-stream flow path (for sheared small pipes) 

Modeling causes ofuncertainty 

Uncertainties in the determination ofbreak compo fluid 
properties 

Uncertainties in the determination ofbreak flow rate 
Boundig models ofbreak flow rate: 

Lower - HEM (Homogeneous Eq. Model) 
Upper - Frozen (Constant up-stream fluid prop.) 

2� 
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Table 6.1 

Classification of two-phase transients . 

Transient Break en/mass En/mass Flow stagnation 
category flow rate sources probability 

A < No flow stagnation 
QBR - QHPI Qdec� 

WaR < WHP1� 

B <QBR - QHPI Qdec Flow stagnation 

. WaR > WHP1 poSsible, but intennittent 
... 

> Flow stagnation possible QBR - QHPI Qdec 
> and could be prolongedWaR WHP1 

D »QBR - QHPI Qdec 
. WaR » WHP1 Flow stagnation certain 

but Psys decreases rapidly 

3� 



Fig. 7.1 Chocked Mass Flow Rates vs Pressure 

(Sat Iiq. 2" D Break A = 0.00203 mA2) 
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Fig. 7.3 Chocked Mass Flow Rates as a Function of Break Area� 
Upstream cond: 70 bar (1028 psi); lsat =559K (546F)� 
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Fig. 7.4 Chocked Enthalpy Flow Rates as a Function of Break Area� 
Upstream cond.: 70 bar (1028 psi); Tsat =559K (546F)� 
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Fig. 7.5 Chocked Mass Flow Rates as a Function of Break Area� 
Upstream cond: 20 bar (290 psi); Tsat =486K (414F)� 
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Fig. 7.6 Chocked Enthalpy Flow Rates as a Function of Break Area� 
Upstream cond: 20 bar (290 psi); Tsat =486K (414F)� 
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Table 7.!> Bounding Range ofBreak Sizes for 
Two-Phase Chocked Flow 

Low flow lim. HEM High flow lim. 'Frozen' 

Mass flow 
WBR> WHPI 

En. flow 
WBR> QHPI 

Mass flow 
WBR> WHPI 

En. flow 
WBR> QHPI 

70 bar Area (cm2
) 

Eq D (in) 

30-17 

2.4 - 1.4 

17 -10 

1.4 -.8 

12- 8 

1 - 0.65 

7 -4 

0.6-0.4 

20 bar Area (cm2
) 

Eq D (in) 

40 - 36 

3.2 - 2.9 

21 -18 

1.7 - 1.4 

21 - 18 

1.7 - 1.4 

14 - 9 

1.2 - 0.7 

9� 



PSyl VI. Tdc Plane.. PFM Failure Probability for 'f - 200 Minutes 
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Grouping PRA Event Tree Scenarios According
 
Similari~Jn~eI  TH Relevant Parameters
 

Event Trees TH Representative Groups 

---~  I Group 1 I
 
ETI I Group 2 I
 

I Group 3 I
 

ET2 

I GroupN I
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Discrete Representation of Parameter Trends
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The Discretized Probabilities of Key Parameters� 
Uncertai~!y  of AFW Overfeed S~enarios 
 

•� Time at which overfeed is terminated 
- 10 minutes (.99*) 
- 30 minutes (.009*) 

- - Not controlled (.001 *) 

•� Feedwater flow rate 
- Motor driven + Turbine driven AFW pumps (62 kg/s per SG; .9955*) 
- Motor driven AFW pumps only (31 kg/s per SG; .0045*) 

• Feedwater temperature 
- 21 C (70 F; .5**) 
- 38 C (100 F; .5**) 

• HPI state 
- Not activated (Nominal; .999*) *ATHEANA data 
- Activated (.001 *) **Engineering estimate 

•� Rep state 
- Not tripped (Nominal; .999*) 
- Tripped (.001 *) 

• Decay heat (Damped effect; Not considered)� '.~'  

""1I?YLt'-~  



Subdividing TH Groups Based on Important of 
The Key Parameters Within The Group__ 

2 SGs Overfed Example 
Feedwater Flow Rate 

AFW Overfeed MFW Overfeed 

• AFW is controlled at 10th min.( p)"'0 .-=~ 

~ S NA 
t"'O o 

,..-I> ~ ~Eb= 
o~ 

----~-----------------------------~------------------------------= .-= 
.~ e == I IAFW is controlled at 30th min.(q) I !-= -.. .~~ NAe 1~1,c:::= ~ .... ~ 

rf') 

e
~ 

.... ~----"'0 ------------------------------r----------------------------
~~ o 

~L:-L:-

~ ~ AFW is not controlled (I") 1 IMFW is not controlled I 
Q ~ 1,= I,c:::= ~ 

Z~ ~L:-L ~~~
 ~.,~p~Sll'r~  
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Quantification Process� 

<1»1 = pI * .999 (HPJ is not activated) 

Representative curve I 

p*.99 

Controlled 
within 10 Min. 

pI = ~b=J~~  I A~l 

<1»2 = pI * .001 (HPJ is activated)IAFWOF I 
Representative curve 2 

p2 = p*.009 ~<I»2 

Ap ~c~Controlled2i 

within 30 Min. 

IE ......J-!..
p3 = p*.OOI 

o 
Not 

Controlled 
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The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

PTS Event Trees Generate Sequence 
of Events lPTS Transientsl 

-:- System and operator responses listed as event tree 
top events 

-:- Individual branch points dependent on preceding path 
through the event tree

* Specifics of event can vary 

* Probability can vary 
-:- Each event tree end state represents a single unique 

path through the event tree (unique sequence of 
events)

* Approximately 14,500 unique sequences generated 

2 - 18-Jan-01 



The Idaho National Engmeering and Environmental Laboratory 

Each Event Tree Endstate Seguence 
MaQIJed into SID 

-:- Sequence Identifier (SID) mapping used to group� 
similar sequences�

* Eight character vector 
* Captures most relevant information (with respect to 

T/H response) 

* Developed in interactively with T/H analysts and 
T/H-uncertainty analysts� 

-:- Approximately 2500 unique PTS-SIDs�

* Each SID maintains link to member sequences 

3 - 18-Jan-O1 



The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Eight Character SID 

1 - Initial Power 
2 - Primary System Integrity Status 
3 - Secondary System Integrity Status 
4 - Main Feedwater Status 

5 - Emergency Feedwater Status 
6 - Condensate Booster Pump Cooling of S/Gs 
7 - High Pressure Injection Status 
8 - Reactor Coolant Pumps Status 

4 - 18-Jan-O1 



The Idaho Nat/onal Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Each PTS-SID Mapped into TH Bin� 

-:- Second stage processing maps each PTS-SID into one 
of the available Thermal-Hydraulic cases 

-:- 45 Available TH bins 

*40 THcase 
* 4 "other" bins (CD but not PTS, or OK's) 

* 1 residual bin 
-:- 31 TH bins actually used 

5 - 18-Jan-01 



The Idaho National Engmeering and Environmental Laboratory 

Example Rule for BinningJTH241 

If both primary and secondary systems are intact, 

overfeeding 51Gs, HPI full (not throttled) then map 
into TH24 

if 

"PTS-PN01 ??I?" + "PT5-PNO?1 ?I?" + 

"PT5-PNO??11?" + ... 

then 

GlobalPartition ="TH24-PN02NNIR"; 

6 - 18-Jan-O1 
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The Idaho NatiOnal Engmeering and Environmental Laboratory 

PTS-SIDs Contributing to TH24 

TH24-PN02NNIR 

Total Frequency = 5.4E-5 

PTS-SID Frequency Contribution 
PTS-PN02NNIR 2.7E-5 51% 
PTS-PNOT2FIT 1.7E-5 32% 
PTS-PNOT1FIT 6.2E-6 12% 
PTS-PNOT2NIR 1.0E-6 2% 
PTS-PN01NNIR 9.3E-7 2% 

7 - 18-Jan-01 
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The� Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 

Final Binning Process Relies on� 
Engineering Judgement� 

-:- Binning of event tree sequences into PTS-SIDs, 
relatively straight-forward 

* If EFW successful, then "c" in 5th position 
-:-� Binning of PTS-SIDs into THxx-SIDs somewhat 

subjective 

* E.g., is PTS-ZSOT2NIR closer to� 
TH17-ZZ1 TCNIR or� 
TH34-PSOTCNIR� 

-:-� Final review of Binning process will be done once 
conditional (on THxx) PFM results are available 

8 - 18-Jan-O1 
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The Idaho National Engmeering and Environmental Laboratory 

Current Analysis More Focused� 
Com"ared to OriginallPTS Studt[� 

-:- Many details of originallPTS unavailable 

-:- Original work was a series of separate almost� 
independent analyses� 

-:- OriginallPTS analysis for Oconee resulted in residual 
(un-binned) group as dominant risk contributor� 

-:- Better understanding of most key issues� 
-:- Fully integrated analysis� 

9 - 18-Jan-O1 



Uncertainty in the� 
Fracture Tou hness Characterization� 

Mark Kirk 
NRC 
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Mohammad Modarres, Fei Li 
{ CT"!! University of Maryland 
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Analysis Framework 

Plant Material 
Irradiation

Design Properties 

~ 
"ii 5 If;, Safety=~ .... Goal 
" " . 
~> . 

>oIL. .'. PTS 
~ t! .. V Screening 
-:. .~ i Criteria 
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RTNDT@EQt. 
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Nathan Siu's 1999 White Paper� 
Table 2 - RecommendatiOns for CategO/itllllon or Uncertain Vlltiab"'" endP_in PFM 

0u!IkIe FAVOR' 
wekf residual stresses IIar!ab!eIPI!!!!!lt!!r RKOmmtndtd Ungrtaln!y eatell9!Y" 
_gth_ess 

_conl8nl epistemic�
stress-Iree tempenl\lJre� 

nicl<elcontenl epistemic�flaw siZe distrtbutionsLl 

flaw density> neutron fluence epislernic 

TIH pressure-temperatute CUtVe' flaw size epislernic 

flaw lcc8tiOn epislernic 

RT..:"matgin epistemic 

reactor _lemperalure determlnisllc'Inside FAVOR
reaetOf _I S1i'eSS detetmlnlslic' 

nickel content K, lletermlniStic' 

neutron fluence K" scatter aleatory end JlIllIlllm& 
flawstze weld residual stresses 

copper content 

~ 
flaw location da<lding th Icl<r>ess ~ 
RT-«Jrmargin strlm..free temperaturll ~ 

reactor vessel temperann8 flaw size distributions ~ 
reactor vessel stress flaw density ~ 

K, 
TIH pressure-tempe<alute """'" aleatorY end ~ 

K", scatter 

'Undetline indiCates a change nom the CUf1'ent PFM approach.� 
'Vanable is a lletermlnlslic function of other. unce<tain vlltiables; no addllionallnlatmenl or� 
uncertainty is required.� 
<Uncertainties in flaw siZe dislrlbullon strould be addressed as part 01 the uncertainty analysis� 

VG3 for flaw size. 

PFM: Treatment of Uncertainty 

• Flaw characterization 
• Density 
• Size distribution 
• Fracture toughness 

• RTNDT - K,c 
,/Embrittlement correlation 

,. Fluence 

,. Chemistry 

• RTNDT - Kia 

Today's fOcus. Anexampl~ 
Implementation 'of Dr. •Siu's 
overall'··unc:ertainty ,framework. 

vo. 
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The Question 

How is the characterization of 
fracture toughness uncertainty 

being treated in a manner that is 
methodologically consistent with 

the risk-informed framework 
being employed in the PTS re

evaluation project? 

VGS 

A PTS Re-Evaluation Constraint 

Need to stay within c ing 
1OCfR50.9 0 licensees 

ne no .ew measurements. 

Therefore, need to re-cas ~OT 
& K1c-RTNOT proces known 
and in nservative, as a 

i-estimate. 

VGO 
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So, We have to Address this: 
250� 250 

... 1 -1.2ST ... 
D 2T 

• 3&4T ll2T200� 200 • 
• IT� 1 ·1.2ST 
+ IT� '" 
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va 7 

We Have 3 Parameters for Uncertainty� 
Characterization� 

K1c: Crack Initiation� KIA: Crack Arrest 

i-in 112) Extended Database 

ISO� 

2lJO� 

t..SME K 

ISO� 100 

o� 
"00 ·320 80 '60� 

1~112JS1lil.KII*'" 

RTNDT 
Index Temperature Intended to Normalize Material Differences 
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10CFR50.61 Toughness Estimation 
-7 The Challen e ~ 

Outline� 

• Overview 
•� Existing fracture toughness 

characterization 
•� Uncertainty definitions 

• Uncertainty 
characterization 
and classification 
•� The 10CFR50.61 RTNDT 

process 
•� A physical understanding of 

Kte 
•� A physically motivated 

proposal 

va 10 

• Domain expert 
agreement on 
adjustment 
factors 

•� RTADJUSTMENT factor 
•� I<tc distribution to sample 

• Treatment of 
uncertainties 
•� Methodological consistency 

with a risk informed 
framework 

•� Quantification framework 

• Summary and 
remaining work 
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Background: 
•� EPRI and NRC involved in development of technical basis for� 

revision to PTS rule and screening criteria to take advantage� 
of technological developments� 

•� PRA methods are used to account for uncertainty in a� 
consistent manner within FAVOR to result in more risk�
informed and close to best-estimate computations� 

•� PRA methodologies depend on identification, and� 
development of appropriate methods to account for, of all� 
sources of uncertainty in a process� 

- Material variability and model uncertainty� 
- Aleatory and epistemic uncertainty� 

,.,� ..... EF'r21 

v~~w y ""~,!" ";: "~;j,: 

Motivation 

oLL..............L~'-'-'-'--'--'~c.L..L--'--'--'-~...L.L-.L.L..1.J
 

-<100 ·320 ·240 ·160 -80 80 160 

..................� 
'~.	 EF'r21 
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Structure of the 
e Establish physical basis for 

IIIDgram parameters classification 
;0 ; 

x "",<, i' 0.- < - Aleatory (irreducible)or 
e Develop framework to Epistemic (reducible)-

decompose process - Quantify degree of� 
- Identify sources of uncertainty in RTNDT- Krc� 

uncertainty� - Relative to current method of 
eRTNOT(U) - KIc accounting for uncertainty 
eLi T30 - Implicit conservatisms 
-RTNOT- KIa - Explicit margins 

- Describe uncertainties - Relative to state-of-the-art 
-Data & material variability • Provide information to UM
-Model uncertainty CTRS for development of a 
-Expert judgements/ model to account for these 

appropriateness of criteria uncertainties 

.Procedure to treat parameter and·Product model uncertainty in FAVOR . 

Re!qt!anship Types 

• EquotIan. Exact 
• EquotIan. wI Uncertalnty 

• ~... Chaic&

~~ 
T·RTt.I)T 

."� 
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RTNDT(U) 

~ ,-,ocertainty 

Intent 
•� RTNDT(uj intel1ded to represent�

fracture toughness tran$ition� 
temperature� 
./ Collapse Klc data ofltc) single curve� 
./ Characterize Klc t~nsition using one� 

parameter� 

T 

• Characterize how well T-RTNDT(U) places Klc model relative to 
Klcvs Tdata 

I· ... Issl.lesto beadd~.~&;'	 'I 
• Define "truth," What is the value most representative of Ttrans? 

• How should this best estimate be applied to "adjust" RTNDT(U)? 

• Where in the 10CFRSO.61 process are adjustments required 

• Strong empirical basis 
• Physically based method 
• Accounts explicitly for cleavage process using weakest link statistics 
• Consistently defined for all materials as T@ 100 MPav'm 

• Corresponds to the position of the data instead of a representation of 
ata 

er=r21 
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c 

, " 

Proposed RTNDT(u}� 

Adjustment� 
, " 

•� Goal is to quantify uncertainty in 
RTNDT(U) 

•� Quantify how far off RTNOT is from 
more accurate representation of 
the real toughness data 

•� Using a consistent representation 
of that data 

•� To best represents "true" fracture 
toughness transition data 

•� Adjustment Factor based on CDF 
of L1 RT=RTNDT(u) - To 

•� L1 RT accounts for KNOWN 
epistemic uncertainties 

•� Brings RTNDT(u) closer to a best 
estimate in a PFM calculation 

F = !(aIW,Geometry) 

(f =! (Dimensions ) 

epl2l� 
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'" > ~ ~'N ,,~ U Xl" "t"",,, ""' ~"-,, ,,, >'"� " 

K!c Uncertainty Classification 
i' " 0" "'''' 1~ 0& "'~..:;; "",;i;';;,; < ' 1", ! 

•� Uncertainty in KIc is aleatory 

•� A physical understanding of the cleavage fracture� 
process demonstrates that non-coherent particles� 

(& other crack initiating features) are, alone, 
responsible for the scatter in Klc 

•� This physical understanding coupled with the ideas� 
that:� 
-� KIc does not exist as a point property (associated length scale) 

- Both non-coherent crack initiating particles and postulated flaws 
are randomly distributed throughout the vessel 

suggests that Klc uncertainty should be treated as 
aleatory 

illlD\pto'i'm'*'$X'O *""Ji'"o/tJ'J"'" %1:ffZ "",$ <~. t~w¢.}m;"3 "g1&'t~""$ "-;:%!lD X:;iW~ " /"'';7%'' "0' w= J "-*"" 8;.;1'''''''''0 "" 0 ,«« wp "" : ,,, " 

Appropriate Distribution for KIc 
",,;;.x»z "<; ~ "»$;",,,,,,,, «"L2i:iX ="/ y,'ffiWitJilio ¥~M," ;: 00'# ;;../",,,, "" i " ~'" '" ~< '" '" it :( "'''' i 0 ; 

Use of a Weibull model to describe the distribution of Klc 
data follows from the physical phenomena of the 

cleavage fracture process (i.e. weakest link). 

EF'f21� 
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Maximum triaxiality occurs under SSY 
• When crack tip stress field is not effected 

by the specimen boundaries, 
• Dislocations are fully contained within a 

finite volume at the crack tip ,/' 

This allows us to describe the volum~in, 
which dislocations are moving (th~plasti~ 
zone) relative to a ratio of (KIf<yJ2 , i 

• X* = XI (KIfUyJ2 where X~4escribes./ 
some location within t astic zon ~ 

• Crack tip vol. elem. = = 
Probability of failure depends on the 
sampling volumes, thus- probability 
scales with KI4 and the appropriate shape 
pcsrameter is 4 

A ";,'\ 'i~~ r:l::\'1 

"Summary of Uncertainty in RTNDT/KIc 
f ",;� ?i" < A f,",,, < ~ 

•� RTNDT(u) uncertainty is epistemic 
- Can be accounted for by use of an adjustment factor 

based on Master Curve 

•� Klc uncertainty is aleatory 
- As it describes the physical process of cleavage 

fracture which is a weakest link statistical 
competition based on random distributions of crack 
initiators in a crack tip stress field 

•� The distribution of Klc is appropriately� 
described using a 3-parameter Weibull� 
distribution� 

EF'fCl 
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~ 'l " 0('" 

Proposed Method for 
Quantifying Uncertainty in KIc 

·1' , I' II' II' 
.loAT."To,.T. [ef) 

Jft 

TRELA~VE 
'lID 

EPf21 

; ,.. it:' ">, ir/' , jf , "<; ?,,, "!" " :;, i~ y0 " 

Proposal Implementation Issues 
l ;&B ~ // > :e "k,,' ft'.o 0::" 7'>""" ,,« "vi' 
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Estimation of Epistemic Uncertainties 
in RTNDT : Quantifying Adjustment Terms 

B.R.Bass� 
P. T. Williams� 
T. L. Dickson� 

Computational Physics and Engineering Division� 

J. G. Merkle� 
R. K. Nanstad� 

Metals and Ceramics Division� 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory� 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee� 

ACRS Materials and Metallurgy Subcommittee Briefing� 
USNRC Headquarters - Rockville, MD - January 18, 2001� 

'The !lUbmillol4 IIIIlIWsuiplwi bua avthOR'db)';lOOlUI~oflheu.s. 
GOV«IIlnelll und« o;;onlrad DE.ACOS-OOOR1212S. Aan-dillgly. tile I.:.S.Oak Ridge National Laboratory Govemmcnt rdilill.1;1 DDlkllIdusiv." roydty-free lic,:1\5Ie to pqblish or 

U.S. Department of Energy r~Oll.ll:e the published form <.>fllUlaHllribution. elf allow oth"'n (0 do so,� 
f... t'.S. GoV«_1 pwpclSl:5.� 

Separating epistemic uncertainty in� 
RTNDT involves several steps.� 

Step 1: K,C vs (T-RTNDT/O» database and 
statistical model were developed without RT* = RTNDT(O) - ~RT 
adjustment term (ORNL 99/27). 

where Step 2: Statistical cumulative distribution 
functions (CDFs) were developed for 

RT* =resampled replicate RTNDTadjustment term {dR7} from ORNL 
RTNDT(o) =measured value 99/27 database. 

ART = adjustment term 
Step 3: Weibull KIc statistical models 
(based on re-sampled ORNL 99/27 RTNDT 
data) were created using a statistical re-

K. O. Bowman and P. T. WIlliams, Technical sampling method. Basis for Statistical Models of Extended K.. and 
K.. Fracture Toughness DtllJIbases for RPV Steels, 
(ORNUNRClLTR-99127),Oak Ridge National LaborBlory, Step 4: Evaluation of methodology withFebruary 2000. 

implementation into FAVOR (to be done) 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy UT~TELLE 2 
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Step 1 

Construct statistical model 
from ORNL 99/27 K/c 
extended database.� 

(no uncertainty adjustment).� 

K. O. Bowman and P. T. Williams, Technical 
Basis for Statistical Models of Extended K", and 
K.. Fracture Toughness Databases for RPV Steels. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNUNRClLTR-99127),Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ~ 
U.S. Department or Energy February 2000. 3 

This study was confined to the ORNL 99/27 
K,c database of ASTM E399 data. 

18 RPV Steels ~c (ksi-in112) ORNL 99/27 Database 
200 r--.;.;:;....-------"----'---'--"--"-=~---'_'_,plate� 

forging� 
weld� 

150 

254 data points� 
ASTME399� 

'00 r 
K/c 

R. K. Nan_. J. A. Keeney, _ D. E. loIeCobo, 15O~Preliminary FletMw 01 the s.... for tIHJ K. CUIW In 
tho ASIIE Code,(ORNUNRCIlTR-a3I15) 0 ... Ridge� 
Nolionollllbondory, July 12, 1893.� JK. O. Bow...n ond P. T. Will....... Toehn_Bal. fo,� 

-500 ..<100 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200� 
Toug_ ilIU_. fo, RPV SI...� 
(ORNLlNRCIlTR-9III27),Ook Rldgo _noJ Lobondory. (T.R~DT ) (OF) 08I3112000.K3 plw� 
Fobruory 2000.� 

StIItIsttcaJ "odWa 01 Extended Kit: and K,. FractUN 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy 4 
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ORNL Weibull model (99/27) of K,c fracture toughness 
VB normalized temperature (T - RTNDT) was developed 
using a strictly statistical analysis. 

K (ksbJin) Extended Database 
250 Ie 

,99.5% 

The statistical procedures developed tor this :;99 %Epistemic uncertainties for 
study were also applied in the development ;-.

KIc and RTNDTwere not 200 of the resampling methodology. ,{, i ;5%� 
quantified in this analysis.� /i .' 

:. " ,. 
The three parameters of :i~l.'150 ~ 50%.:'/this Weibull model are ,,'I.,

,Y/', ' temperature dependent. 

ASME K" curve played '00 ,,""."",",.="';':='~:':~~:/'
no role in the model development. 50 ~" -"-. y : tl~~.Jl~; ~.':,,-,,-'>'- a

:: ;: 0 .~. "_ ._- 2 

10f2e199.K1 kob.lptw 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy UT-BATTELLE 
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Step 2 

Generation of cumulative 
distribution functions 
(CDFs) for uncertainty 
adjustment term i1RT 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy 6 
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Data point samples of ~RTwere fitted 
with a 3-parameter Weibull distribution. 

• ~RT data points were CDF for Lower-Bounding Model 
1 . 

.\t'kibull Distributiondetermined by applying 0.. Location Parameter, a =-29.03 ~F .'~ 
_ SCale Paramet... b: 11389~' 

~ 0.8 $hope Parameter. c: 1.84/adjustment methodology to = I ,g Imeasured RTNDT(O) data. III 

• 

I.g 0.6 , . Median Rank Estimate.. P=(i-O.3)/{n+O.4) . 

• Parameters 8, b, and c in Q. 
CD N = 18 materials.~ 0.4 i .' 

I • ,CDFwere determined from 1;; 95%/ . 
"5 Imethod of moments and ..E 0.2 

/. 
/ 

I 
. p= 1-expI - «uRT -a)lb)'1�

maximum-likelihood point U
::J 

. ,../~% ~RT =a • b I -In(l _P)] 'Ie� 

estimation procedures. 25050 100 150 200 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory ~ 
U.S. Department of Energy UT-BATTELLE 
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Several strategies for quantifying ~RT 

were investigated. 

• ~RT =RTNDT{O) - To 
Proposed by M. Modarres (U. of Maryland) and M. Natishan (PEAl) 

.~RT= Lower-bounding shift 
of adjusted ASME K,c curve 

Proposed by J. G. Merkle/R. K. Nanstad (ORNL) 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy ~ 8 
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Apparent bias in RTND7{O) relative to To is 
evident for 15 unirradiated RPV materials. 

Proposed by M. Modarres� 
(University of Maryland) 

>� 
100 !

M. Natishan 
(PEAl) 5O~ 

fJ.RT is sampled from a 
statistical distribution 
developed from 
(RTNDT{O) - To) data. 

B = 1 inch • xl 
~Application -150 f'-/ 

P =RAND(O,1) ~"."-

-200 L,::: ........~~<
fJ.RT =a + b In[-(1-p)]lIC ,..j 

·50 o 50 100 150 200
RT* = RTNDT{O) - fJ.RT 

RTNOT (OF) 05l131OO.K5 ptw 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy UT-BATTELLE 

9 

Lower-bounding methodology is 
consistent with original intent of RTNDT 

Proposed by J. G. Merkle and Only RTNOT is shifted; 
75 M?T", = 2.1' 

R. K. Nanstad (ORNL) K/c is not changed. 
e 15 

Adjusted Lower-Bound 
ASME Code K/c curve ~~ 75ASME K~ Curve from Ul
does not lower-bound ORNUNRCILTR-93115 ~74 
ORNL 99/27 database. Nanstad, Keeney, McCabe, 1993 ":::(~ 73' 

HSST Plate 02 Ki, Data 
Adjusted curve from ORNL 93115 73

'" 72does lower-bound 
ORNL 99/27 database 72:... ,.22 21M?T",=2.1°F, .. io
and is assumed to represent £' 

"7 '00
a 1 'Yo quantile curve. 'iii (T-RT..oT) (OF) 

~ 

LB adjustment is intended to ~'" ,. . Lower-bound curve 
CONSISTENTLY POSmON shifted to coincide with 
bounding curve relative to E-399 

Adjusted Lower-Bound 1% quantile of 18 
data for 18 materials in ORNL .a.suEK~ e:urv. ASMEKl.: Curve material-specific samples. 
99/27 database. .

~oo ·200 ·'00 100 ... 

o k Rid N' I L b LB adjustment quantifies the ability of RTN01l.0) to ~ 
a ge abona a oratory position Ire data relative to a lower-bounding curve. "'UT-B--ATTE--LLEU.S. Department of Energy ... 10 
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Comparison of CDFs for I1RT 

P = 1 - exp[ - «LlRT - a)/b )c ] 

LlRT =a + b [ -1"(1 - p)]lIC 

Do 

LL ARTLower-bounding CDF Q LB, 
20.8 "represents an intermediate c 

distribution relative to the ~ cexpected spread between (t 0.6� 

1T and 4T for RTNDT - To.� c 
~ 
::J 

~ 0.4 
'iii 
i5BXTsize adjustment affects only .. 
~ 0.2location parameter, a .!! 
::J 

o ~oo -50 0 50 100 150 200 250 
12-'07:00.hl ;:,r... 

ARZs I (R~DT -~ ) (OF) 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
V.S. Department of Energy ~ 11 

Step 3 

Generation of Weibull K/c 
statistical models (based 
on ORNL 99/27 database) 

using a statistical 
resampling method. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
V.S. Department of Energy ~ 12 
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Parametric procedure produces a large set of 
resampled K,C models that include the effects of 
RTNDT uncertainty. 

Slep 1. Create replicate data set Step 2. Re-bin resampled da1a set 
by resa mpling on J.RT. 

RT' = RT"",,,., -{Nii;'0 
for 18 malerial grou;;;;? 

r \ 
~E~~ 

10rO<P< 1 

Re-sampled 18 times (T-RT...,J (Of) _.

Step 
Step 4. Carry out nonlinear regression to Calculate average bin temperature, T.. 
produce location, scale, and shape Calculate (a,o) parameters using modified 
parametric functions 01 normalized shape parameter c from ORNL 99/27 
temperature (T-RT'). K.. model. 

lJ = location p.1falIlcteraKlc=f,1 +1\2 exp[A3(T-RT'J] 
h = lH.-ale parameter

bKlc = 81 + 82 exp[B3(T-RT')] 
c =sOOpe param~ter

cKlc =C 1 + C2 exp£C3(T-RT')] 
r... =(T-RT") . 

Q = 1 • exp[ -«!<.o·aKlc)/bKlc)"''' I Pr(K, <K,)=l-exp (K'l~/r 

Oak RidgeNI 
U.S. Department of Energy 13 

Resampled K,c Models 

Snapshots of Resampled 
K,c Models 

Look-up table should 
Include how many 
(100,1000,10000,..) 
K1c models?� 
(To bs determined)� 

14 
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Example Case:� 
Resampling both i1RTand K/c Model� 

111 No res.mpllng ,RT: Use ORNL 99127 K. mod" with >RT= 0 

I .'c-------,--,---,� 
...---------, , ORNI. !;S!Zi l'-h.>J-e-1 i j� 

(1) Resample !lRT, given T, RT1tfJTfI1I. ~RT,...,: r res::=:~o'" 

Q ... cumulative probability of P = RAND(O.1)� I / "".'" 
exceeding Klt. 'or a given value <lRT= a + b[-ln(1-Pl]'" • c~.. 'I 
of applied K, and it resampled 
value- of ~ T·Rr). (212[;J~:'~:~-\RT :I;~~;:::T~~~·~·~"i""e.. 
Rl' = RT~"" +clRT.,• . ,.,RT� aKlc:I A1 + A2exp[A3 ,'.,1] 11<, :5:.l.4ks.... '" : . 

bKlc = 61 • B2exp[63" 11 '"I 
cK/c = C1 + C2exp[C3\ 11 -I ' ' ,

(3) ~:~~:~:~~:::~~:;i~b~~ of t .Jil!! u';;") 
Q = 1 - exp{ • [(K, _aKlc)/bKlc t'''' . ... t. Q U 

K~ model completely defined by the set of coefficients (A1,A2,A3,Bl.B2.B3,Cl,C2,CJ) 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy 15 

Steps to be Completed 

Step 4: Multi-step Evaluation Process 

Step 4a - QA verification of KIc model lookup table 
Step 4b - Determination of number, (N = 100, 1000, 10000?). 

of resampled models in KIc model lookup table 
required to produce acceptable statistics. 

Step 4c -Implementation into FAVOR 
Step 4d - QA verification of FAVOR implementation 
Step 4e - Execution of a representative sample of dominant 

transients in FAVOR to estimate PRA impact 
Step 4f - Development of a rational basis for bounding (T-RT') 

and K1c' since model is limited to cleavage initiation 
only. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy 16 
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Fracture Toughness Uncertainty� 
Characterization� 

M. Modarres 
F. Li 

University of Maryland� 
Center for Technology Risk Studies� 

Presentation� 

To� 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards� 

Subcommittees on Materials & Metallurgy and T-H Phenomena� 

January 18, 2001� 

VGl 

Uncertainty in Models -
•� Models are partial representations of reality thus 

-involve uncertainties 

•� A distinction can be made between practically 
"irreducible" (often random) and "reducible" (often 
deterministic) estimates thus leading to the aleatory 
and epistemic types of uncertainty 

•� These two types of uncertainty influence the choice 
of uncertainty propagation procedure (in this case in 
the computation of fracture toughness, vessel 
fracture, arrest toughness and vessel failure) 

VG2 
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Uncerta.inty in Fracture Toughness 

•� Cleavage fracture in steels is well represented by the weakest 
link theory and microscopic size distribution of carbides 
leading to the uncertainty of K1c at any fixed temperature 

•� K,c uncertainty can be assumed purely aleatory at a fixed� 
temperature since ~c distribution is completely driven by the� 
irreducible distribution of microscopic carbides� 

125 -.---------------, 

.-�100 
.,;� 

c 75� 
'" 

~-

~ 
.... 50 
~ 

::.::: 25 

O-j-----,-----r-----,-------I 

-300 -200 -100 o 100 VG3 
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Indexing Temperature -
•� To account for heat-to-heat variability, an indexing 

temperature should be devised 

•� The indexing procedure (model) inevitably introduces 
uncertainty since the indexing temperature can't be 
determined exactly in almost all cases 

•� Indexing temperature uncertainty is epistemic 

•� Depending on the approach used, the reSUlting K1c 
model involves uncertainty 

VG4 
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Recognize Three Possible Cases� 

T-T_. 

(A) physically driven Kk (B) physically driven Kk 

model with exact T;",*x model with uncertain T;",*x 

EpistemicKkj 

I� Mixture of 
aleatory and 
epistemic

I-----------:T::-:-T=-,"-",-.-.. 

(C) empiricaUy driven Kk 
model with uncertain T;",*x 

VGS 

(:;~It~\ Two Possible Approaches to Account for 

\z!~y\-r;+5' _ Uncertainties in KI? •••••••~ 

1) Master Clirve model 
./ Advantages 

~ Physically-based (assumes one universal indexing exists) 

~ K,c uncertainty is a pure reflection of the weakest link model 
applied to a distribution of microscopic carbides (assumed purely 
aleatory at a fixed temperature since Kic distribution is dictated by 
the irreducible distribution of microscopic carbides) 

~ The community accepts the weakest link and carbide fracture 
assumptions as a reasonable model of fracture 

./ Issues 

~ Need to account for the effect of flaw size and shape explicitly for 
which no agreed upon procedure exists yet (but is within reach) 

~	 No generally agreed upon procedure for computing indexing 
temperature To for reactor vessels exist at this time (this issue 
can be reasonably addressed as discussed later) 

VG6 
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Two Possible Approaches to Account for 
Uncertainties in Kif lCont.L ~ • 

2)� Empirical model (ORNL Approach) 

./� Advantages· 
> Size effect not as significant as the Master Curve approach 
> K1C model is based on actual observed data 

> The procedure is well understood and compatible with the 
past NRC practices 

./ Issues 
> The resulting model is not purely aleatory but use of a 

temperature dependent Weibull model and adjustment of the 
LEFM data to correct for indexing conservatisms make 
aleatory distribution assumption possible 

> Extrapolation beyond data points involves epistemic 
modeling uncertainties 

VG7 

(::.:.~.\._..._.p.r.o.~_ ~~_.n.g . 
•� Master Curve Procedure� 

- Sample distributions of RTNOT' and RTNOT bias relative to To� 

-. Compute adjusted RTNOT� 

- Obtain the Weibull distribution corresponding to T - adjusted RTNOT� 

(aleatory uncertainty)� 

- Correct for the flaw size and shape� 

•� Empirical Procedure (Modified Traditional ORNL Approach)� 
- Sample RTNOT and RTNOT bias based on lower-bounding model� 
- Adjust the LEFM data (samples) and empirically generate a new� 

"adjusted" ~c distribution that is fit into the data (repeat the process� 
to get a family of such distributions)� 

- Compute an adjusted RTNOT 

- Obtain a Weibull distribution from a sample of the adjusted K;c� 
distributions at (T - adjusted RTNOT) which is assumed aleatory� 

VG8 
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-------_..._--- -

Epistemic
This step can be Sample from the 
removed by using family of adjusted --A.Master Curve 
method KIc model 

Determine KIc 
distribution at T 

RTNDT 

VI 



---

Summary of Work to Date 

A physical understanding of fracture toughness 
for RPV steels and an examination of the 
10CFRSO.61 toughness estimation process -7 -7 

• RTNOT is treated as epistemic 
• K,c is treated as aleatory 
• 2 step procedure to adjust RTNOT to obtain a 

"best estimate" value has been developed 
• RTADJUSTMENT factor agreed upon 
• Aleatory distribution for K,c sampling being 

developed 

VQ '" 

Areas of Work Remaining 

IsIrlbullon of Inllil1t1on 
TO~(K,JIIl. 
F1_T...............� '>c~lA:/~)~"K'_''''

T~RT.."" 
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Fracture Toughness Uncertainty 
-7 Status and Closure ~ 

• Details being wrapped Lip following 19th Dec 
2000 public meeting 

• Position paper being prepared 

• Paper will form the basis for recommended 
structure of FAVOR 

va 16 
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(~  Uncertainties in Other PFM Variables� 
» ~ 

****~  

L. Abramson, S. Malik� 

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research� 

Presentation to:� 

ACRS Joint Subcommittees� 

January 18, 2001� 
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Uncertainties in Other PFM Variables� 

• Generalized Flaw Distributions 
• L. Abramson, D. Jackson, PNNL 

• Neutron Fluence 
• W. Jones, BNL 

• Material Chemistry 
• D. Kalinousky, L. Abramson, C. Santos 

• Irradiation Embrittlement Correlations� 
• M. Kirk, M&CS, UMD, PEAl 

VG2 



Generalized Flaw Distribution� 
Methodology and Uncertainties� 

• Flaw densities 
• Volumes or areas 
• Distributions of crack depths� 

VG3 



Generalized Flaw Distribution Methodology (contd.) 

Ns(x) =number of small flaws> x, for x < b� 

NL(X) =number of large flaws> x, for x > b� 

x =crack depth� 

b = bead thickness� 

PF =Product Form (Weld Metal, Cladding, Plate, Ring Forgings) 

WP =Weld Process (SMAW, SAW, ESW; Strip, Single & Multi Wire) 

R =Repair State (Unrepaired. Repaired) 

VG4 



Generalized Flaw Distribution Methodology (contd.) 

Ps{PF, WP, R) =density of small flaws per unit volume or area 

PL{PF, WP, R) =density of large flaws per unit volume or area 

V{PF, WP, R) =volume or area of material. 

Gs{x) =ccdf for small flaws =Prob {crack depth> x}, where x < b 

GL{x) =ccdf for large flaws =Prob {crack depth> x}, where x > b. 

Ns{x) = L Ps{PF, WP, R) • V{PF, WP, R) • Gs (x; PF, WP, R) 

NL{x) = L PL{PF, WP, R) • V{PF, WP, R) ] • GL{x; PF, WP, R) 

VG5 



Generalized Flaw Distribution Uncertainties� 
Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) Process� 

1.E+05 !I 

FILE = C:\FLAWDATA\MONTE-CARLO-SAW.XLS 

-as PVRUF Vessel Weld Metal� 
A 1.E+04 Submerged Arc Welding Process� 
J: a 
CD c

('I)-... 1.E+03 
CDa; 
:E ",� 
l 1.E+02� 

50th Percentile� 
as 95 th Percentile�u::: 
'5 ... 1.E+01 • ... ... .. ... ~ _. 5 Percenm.~.. ....... /7�.8 
E .. ..

/ - ..
th 

~~  .."::::s .. ...'".. ..z ... ...'" 
1.E+OO " .' ~ 5 Percenm. / ~ • /-~  • ~ - - - - - - - - - • 

;:; 
as .. ... -.-. -- .. 
::::s 25~ Percentile ... .. ... .. ... - ... .. ...... 
E 1.E-01 
::::s 
o 

1.E-02 I , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , iii i 

o 10 20 30 40 

Flaw Depth, m m 
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Generalized Flaw Distribution Uncertainties� 

___.....Subllllllilliimerged Arc WeldingJSAWl_P_ro_c_e_s_s......... .......... _� 
1.E+OS. , 

co -
1\ 1.E+04 
J: 
Q.
CDe. 1.E+03 

l")... 

; 
~ :::i: 1.E+02 

co 
u::: 1.E+01 

'0 ... 
B
E 

1.E+OO 
::::I 
Z 

~ 1.E-01 
;::: 
co 
::::I 
E 
::::I 1.E-02 
o 

1 E 03. . 

FILE = C:\FLAWDATA\MONTE·CARLO·SAW.XLS 

PVRUF Vessel Weld Metal 
Submerged Arc Welding Process 

50 
th 

Percentile 95th Percentile 

••••••••••• / / 75~ Percentll, 

--....._-.........
". •••.•.•.•.• ·············z....-......--........'" •..............•..•........ ""'" ..... •......... . .-.. ......... 

------ ---------- ---------7 ..-----........ 7 ---------- _. '" 
....................... 

--------------------
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th 
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Generalized Flaw Distribution Uncertainties� 

Submerged Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) Process� 
l 

FILE = C:\FLAWDATA\MONTE-CARLO-SMAW.XLS 

1.E+05 w!Ir-------------------------------------------l

tV - PVRUF Vessel Weld Metal 
A 1.E+04 Submerged Metal Arc Weld Process.c 
Q.
CI) 

c
C') 1.E+03... 

CI)

a; 
50 th Percentile� 

~ 1.E+02 95 th Percentile� 
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... 1.E+01� ... .. ---- .. . .. 
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...... . ........� _---- ..�.8� , .. -. - - ... - ... 

E 
~	 / - ----.. /--- -... -... - ... - -- ..... z th� 

... - ... -... . 
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;� 
.!!� 
~ 

E 1.E-01 

o ~ 

1.E-02 Iii , , i , , , , i , , , , , , , , , , , , , i I 
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Flaw Depth, mm 
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Generalized Flaw Distribution Uncertainties� 

Submerged Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) Process� 
1.E+05 :.=============-....:...----------------~i  

FILE =C:\FLAWDATA\MONTE-CARLO-SMAW.XLS 

-as PVRUF Vessel Weld Metal 
A 1.E+04 SUbmerged Metal Arc Weld Process 
.c
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CD� 
C 1.E+03�-
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.! 
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..'0 ... 

" ...
", . .....•. .-..-.._ - . 

CD " . '. ..- ." 
~ 1.E+00 '. '" _ .
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~ ............� ...Z 
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Generalized Flaw Distribution Uncertainties� 

_____......R....epaired Welds (SMAW) _ 
1.E+05 !I i 
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Generalized Flaw Distribution Uncertainties� 

_____--...R..... _�epaired Welds (SMAW) 
1.E+05 ••--------------------------------11 
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Beltline Neutron Fluence� 

• Determined fluence maps for 3 PTS re
evaluation plants using 
• cycle-by-cycle fuel loading histories 
• Beltline plant geometry data 

• Estimated uncertainty in computed fluence� 
• Used dosimetry draft Reg. Guide 1053 and 

draft NUREG/CR-6115 methodology 
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Sources of Fluence Uncertainties� 

•� Major sources of uncertainties 
• Reactor Vessel diameter 
• Core neutron source 
• Core inlet temperature 
• Nuclear cross-section 
• Method's errors 
• Other un-quantified 

•� Uncertainty in calculated fluence is about 
150/0 (1 0) for each of the 3 plants analyzed 

• Potential interaction between the uncertainty 
sources is planned for investigation 
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Material Chemistry Distributions� 

• Weld heat-specific distributions 
• Normal (for Copper, Nickel, Phosphorus) 

• Weld local variability 
• Logistic for Copper and Nickel 

• Normal for Phosphorus 

• Plates 
•� Limited data for the heats in PTS plants 

"'Chemistry values taken as Heat Estimate 

• Plate local variability - limited data from CE� 
• Normal distribution 
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Embrittlement Trend Curve� 
7 Uncertainty Status ~
 

• Data assembled and curve fit developed (MCS 
I UCSB) 

• Nature of uncertainties understood, 
framework for mathematical model developed 
(PEAl) 

• Mathematical model developed consistent 
with PRA (UM) 

• Need NRC inputs on 
• Treatment of surveillance data 
• Thru wall attenuation 
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